PRODUCTION RIDER
MANDATORY REQUIREMENTS:


It is ideal for Raymond to perform either immediately after entree or main course, once plates are cleared and
clients have finished eating. Strictly no meal service during the show.



Minimum performance area is 3m x 2m deep on a stage elevating him from the audience’s line of sight. If
lecterns are on stage and will inhibit Raymond on stage – these will need to be struck from the stage before
his performance begins.



Ability for audience members to easily access the stage



Professional audio system (in-house system not acceptable) with operator.



1 X DI input into house PA from Raymond’s IPad.



Detachable Hand Held Microphone on a boom stand.



Please ensure the stage is very well lit with a stage wash.



The ability to dim the room lighting and stage wash during Raymond's performance.



A technical rehearsal with lighting operators and sound engineers is mandatory and should be built into the
clients set up schedule prior to guests arriving. Raymond will brief all technical crew personally, at that time.



Change room facilities close to the performance area.



For the hand puppetry finale, please note Raymond provides his own special spotlight and screen however he
can utilise in house video screens where suitable.

NOTE: Due to the magic elements involved it is mandatory that Raymond be able to check the venue prior to the
performance to ensure that seating angles and other idiosyncrasies of the venue will not detract from the
audience’s experience.

FOR LARGE AUDIENCES
If audience is over around 400 with Dinner style seating and depending on venue It would be advisable to have large
screens and a camera operator.
OPTIONAL EXTRAS
If theatrical lighting is used preferred lighting is a general 4-colour wash and a follow spot operator. In some
circumstances these requirements may alter based on the Idiosyncrasies associated with the venue and or
performance space. Should you have any concerns with regard to these requirements or require further clarification
please do not hesitate to contact us.
PLEASE NOTE
Due to the nature of the performance content, videoing of the performance is strictly forbidden without prior consent
from Raymond Crowe. We trust you appreciate the sensitivity of such a request and invite you to discuss the options
with us should this requirement impact greatly on the format of your function.
Please do not hesitate to discuss any concerns or issues you may have.

